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WELCOME

TABLE OF CONTENTS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This, of course, is a digital assignment. And it isn’t. 

Inventing the category’s most useful and engaging ordering system (which we 
have) without creating a compelling advertising idea to drive its use is folly. So, 
we direct your attention to the power of our pixels and the power of our brand 
proposition; both driven by powerful insights into the brand, its history, its 
marketplace, and its consumer. Together, they will give Pizza Hut command of 
the explosive digital ordering landscape and, importantly, powerfully underline the 
“now” in Pizza Hut’s new Flavor of Now campaign. 

This is a good time to be Pizza Hut. 

Pizza is the most shareable, communal, celebratory food on Earth. And we live 
in a moment defined by the most shareable, communal media in history. Pizza 
Hut stands out in the category as the “celebration brand.” Generations of soccer 
teams and scout troops remember piling out of station wagons at Pizza Hut to 
share a slice together. This led us to its powerful brand purpose: “making life’s 
experiences shareable.” Today, these celebrations have been transformed by the 
media that defines our time.

We’ve reimagined these celebrations with a powerfully digital insight: micro-
conquering. In a digital world, small, bite-sized moments of victory are everywhere 
and provide a perfect incentive for sharing and celebrating. From posting a funny 
video, to discovering a new band, to coming in #clutch with the kids, these micro-
conquerings are the very bedrock of social, digital interactions. 

Pizza Hut, now armed with the industry’s most complete, contextual, and 
shareable digital experience is powerfully positioned to own these moments. An 
inspired, motivating, and unifying advertising idea ensures they will.
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Understanding THE PIZZA PREDICAMENT

Digital ordering is disrupting the pizza industry. Consumers are quickly adopting digital ordering and, when they do, average spending per order 
surges. Competitors are racing to get on new connected devices and to roll out innovative app features. While Pizza Hut is still the market 
leader, it’s being out-positioned in the digital space and its market share is declining. Digital ordering represents a massive opportunity for Pizza 
Hut—a $2 billion a year opportunity, to be exact. If Pizza Hut wants to remain the Big Cheese, it must engage with consumers digitally and 
provide a superior digital ordering experience.

We were tasked with increasing digital orders by 32% over a 6-month period. Additionally, we were 
challenged with providing the greatest digital ordering experience in the industry, as well as positioning Pizza 
Hut as the top choice for customers who order pizza digitally. 

CHALLENGE
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delivering Pizza Hut’s digital dominance

In order to have the greatest digital ordering experience, Pizza 
Hut needs to create the most complete ordering system. This 
experience needs to be quick, easy, engaging, social, rewarding, 
and relevant to the consumer. Our agency tackled this challenge 
by creating The Pizza Hut OS (Ordering System). It’s more than 
just an app or a website; it’s a complete experience that provides a 
frictionless pathway to Pizza Hut.

contextual

REWARDING

ENGAGING

social

Using API and geo-targeting data, 
Pizza Hut OS knows what the 
consumer likes, where he/she is, and 
what is going on in the world. Based 
on this data, it creates specific offers 
based on real-time events.

Users can start earning rewards and 
points by signing up friends and 
repeat ordering. We’ll use the idea 
of growth hacking and incentivized 
recruiting to reward users for 
signing up their friends. 

After ordering, games will launch 
on the OS to entertain consumers 
while waiting for their pizza. The OS 
will also feature a flavor generator 
where users can submit their own 
creations and vote on other pizzas. 

Consumers can connect their account with other users’ accounts when they 
are ordering pizza together. This allows the OS to analyze each person’s flavor 
preferences and suggest a pizza that pleases everyone. We will also introduce a 
bill splitting feature that makes splitting a pizza with friends easier than ever. 

Personal
Consumers will be invited to 
create a profile that details their 
personal flavor preferences. These 
preferences will help Pizza Hut 
OS suggest new flavors for the 
consumer to try.

THE PIZZA HUT Os
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not just an app, a complete experience

Bill Splitting: 
With Pizza Hut OS, splitting 
the bill is just as easy as 
splitting the pizza. Just 
select your friends, link 
accounts, and activate the 
bill-splitting technology. 
Say goodbye to awkward 
arguments over who owes 
how much.

Social Ordering: 
With Pizza Hut OS, deciding 
what to order with your 
friends and family has never 
been easier. All you have to 
do is link the accounts of 
everyone ordering, and the 
OS will scan individual flavor 
preferences to suggest a 
pizza that will please the 
crowd.

Flavor Recommendation 
Engine: 
Finding the right flavor 
is just a few swipes away. 
When creating an account, 
customers can quickly enter 
their preferences, which the 
Flavor Recommendation 
Engine uses to suggest new 
flavors. Customers can also 
upload their own flavor 
creations and vote on other 
creations with a simple 
swiping interface.

Games for Social 
Interaction:
The time between ordering 
and delivery just got a little 
more exciting. Pizza Hut OS 
offers engaging games that 
get people off the couch 
and interacting with friends 
and family. Charades, trivia, 
and mini challenges keep 
the customer engaged and 
inform them of the progress 
of their order with push 
notifications and changing 
colors in the interface.

Rewards:
Earn free food just for 
ordering and having 
friends. Pizza Hut OS 
allows customers to earn 
rewards to celebrate their 
acheesements. Every five 
orders, the customer will 
be invited to “flip the pizza” 
with a flick of the phone and 
earn a free pie. They can also 
earn coupons by recruiting 
friends to create an account. 

CATCH A GRENADE FOR YA FLIP FOR FIVE
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OUR APPROACH

1 DEFINE THE BRAND PURPOSE

UNDERSTAND OUR CONSUMER

DEFINE THE ECOSYSTEM

What is the brand’s ultimate purpose? What role has 
the brand played in consumers’ lives over time? What 
values have been consistent throughout the brand’s 
history?

What inspires the consumer to order digitally? What 
cultural and social trends shape the way consumers 
engage with the world? What are the motivations, rituals 
and language associated with the category and Pizza Hut 
in particular?

What are the points at which the brand and consumer 
interact? How can the brand usefully insert itself into 
daily life? How can we create a complete, branded 
experience?

While Pizza Hut OS is a superior ordering 
system, building it isn’t enough. We needed 
an explosive insight that would drive users to 
the ordering system. This insight occurs at the 
intersection of brand purpose and consumer 
value and will create an emotional connection 
that breaks through categorical noise. We will 
foster this brand-consumer connection through 
an immersive ecosystem that inspires more 
interaction with the brand.

We conducted extensive research to unearth 
this powerful insight. We moved beyond 
the confines of traditional demographic 
segmentation. Instead, we began our search 
with a broad digital audience and found unique 
psychographic groupings that are more 
pertinent to our objectives. Through extensive 
research, we found our explosive insight.

driving usage with a powerful brand idea

research objectives

2
3
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getting a phd in pizza

primary & secondary methods used to achieve our objectives
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the heart of the hut

Pizza Hut is built on sharing: it serves the most shareable food, its franchises make this shareable food available across the country, 
its prices make it accessible to more people, and its brick and mortar spaces offer a place to share.  As the category innovator, it leads 
the charge in bringing pizza to new places, letting more people share in the experience. With the Flavor of Now, people can choose 
new flavors to try together, making dining experiences both shareable and memorable.

Pizza Hut is really in the celebration business. It has been the backdrop of countless celebrations, from kids’ birthdays to Little 
League wins. People still go to Pizza Hut to celebrate reuniting with friends from their hometown. They also turn to social media to 
celebrate when they’re chowing down at Pizza Hut.

PIZZA HUT’S Purpose: to make life’s Experiences Shareable
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living in the age of sharing

These constantly connected 
consumers expect to get what 
they want without delay. This 
expectation is growing with the 
rise of the on-demand economy, 
which is built on business models 
that fulfill consumer needs 
immediately.

Dopamine is the neurotransmitter 
that drives human desire and goal-
seeking behavior. Dopamine spurs 
our desire to seek information 
online. When we find the right 
information, it quickly rewards us 
with positive feelings. This positive 
reinforcement causes us to repeat 
such digital behaviors. 

As technological development 
lowers the barrier to content 
creation and spurs the proliferation 
of media platforms and connected 
devices, the rate of content 
creation is skyrocketing. This media 
fragmentation is empowering 
consumers.

Digital consumers try to document every experience and every social interaction as a way 
to create meaning and build their identities. This instinct is magnified by the proliferation of 
social networks, wearables, and connected devices. 

People want to validate every social interaction and share every dish they enjoy. All of their 
tweets, tagged photos, articles posted on Facebook, Instagram followers, steps tracked on 
their Fitbit, and best friends on Snapchat build this digital identity. Quantifying each activity 
makes it feel as if they’re working toward something bigger. And let’s be honest, 
if you didn’t Instagram it, were you even there? 

The ubiquity of social media causes 
these consumers to constantly 
compare themselves to others. 
“Individuals are propelled by a 
basic drive—the ‘unidirectional 
drive upward’—to improve their 
performance and simultaneously 
minimize or preempt discrepancies 
between their and other persons’ 
level of performance” (The 
Association for Psychological 
Science). 

instant gratification Digital Dopamine loopan xl serving of content Social comparison theory

the
Ultra-

Quantified 
Self
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This leads to a powerful organizing idea

The increased connectivity of the digital world allows people to seek, display, and share bite-sized moments of self-affirmation. 
These are delightfully small, daily victories that, to them, are anything but “small.” These are the mini wins that we call micro-
conquerings. 

Win words: #winning, 
clutch, score, killing it, 
#boss, >>>, that moment 
when, underrated

definition: quantifying small moments as wins worth celebrating & sharing

MICRO-CONQUERING
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Meet the Micro-Conquerors

WENT TO 
COLLEGE

BRINGS FUN TO 
FAMILY ACTIVITIES

LIKELY TO TRY NEW 
FOODS BUT ALSO 
WANTS TO MAKE SURE 
KIDS ARE HAPPY

FRIEND 
RELATIONSHIP 
WITH KIDS

ADVENTUROUS 
EATERS

WHITE COLLAR 
JOB

USES TECHNOLOGY 
TO DISCOVER NEW 
THINGS

SOCIAL

TASTE WANDERERsCOHESIVE CREWs FAMILY FUN ENFORCERs

SOCIAL DESIRE:
Wants social network to perceive him/her as an interesting 
person who provides valuable content

MICRO-CONQUERINGS:
Getting Instagram likes
Trying new foods & beers they can check off their list
Finding a new coffee shop

SOCIAL DESIRE:
Wants to be seen by kids as a fun parent; to be seen by other 
parents as a good parent

MICRO-CONQUERINGS:
Getting discounts
Kids calling them “clutch”
Enjoying new food with kids

COLLEGE

PHONE “REAL 
ESTATE” IS 
PRECIOUS

CONNECTED 
BY COMEDY

CLOSE GROUP 
OF FRIENDS. 
OFTEN 
CONNECTED 
THROUGH 
DIGITAL

LOVES COMPETITION

SOCIAL DESIRE:
Wants friends to value his/her presence; wants to be seen by 
friends as funny  

MICRO-CONQUERINGS:
Sharing funny content
Winning video games
Getting tagged in photos with friends

Micro-conquerors are people who think of small, and sometimes minute, accomplishments as something worth sharing. Because they are largely defined by their 
psychographic characteristics, they are not limited to millennials or any certain ethnic or socioeconomic group. Micro-conquerors are the perfect target for ordering 
Pizza Hut online because not only do they use digital as a means to actually micro-conquer, but they also use it to share their micro-conquerings. Pizza Hut OS will offer 
them a forum to share their micro-conquerings and in turn share its purpose of making experiences shareable. Above all, Pizza Hut OS will facilitate the biggest victory of 
all: coming together and sharing experiences together.

Within this general target of micro-conquerors, we have identified three particularly valuable mindsets:
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micro-conquering, major celebrating

CELEBRATE
YOUR

to fulfill the ultra- 
quantified self

to make life’s 
experiences shareable

micro-conquering

the Flavor of Now

consumer need

pizza hut purpose consumer insight

pizza hut positioning

celebrating acheesements 
with the flavor of now 

Our big idea lies at the intersection 
of the brand purpose, brand 
positioning, consumer need, and 
consumer insight. It allows Pizza 
Hut to leverage its shareable 
nature to create an emotional 
connection with consumers by 
tapping into their desire to micro-
conquer. We want to celebrate 
consumers’ achievements, or as we 
call them, acheesements.

Through our creative executions, 
we will encourage consumers to 
celebrate their acheesements with 
the Flavor of Now menu by using 
Pizza Hut OS. 
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where acheesements and micro-conquerors meet

The Micro-conqueror’s journey

i NEED TO EAT I’M HUNGRY I ORDERED I’M FULL

tv
terrestrial radio

digital radio

passive

active

en
ga

ge
m

en
t

TASTE WANDERER COHESIVE CREW FAMILY FUN ENFORCER

out of 
home

influencers

influencers

influencers

online 
video

search

search display

social
contextual 

tool

contextual 
tool

contextual 
tool

display

app/site

app

app

app

app

online 
video

out of 
home

social

social

tv

socialsocial

social

Our creative executions will connect with each micro-conqueror’s mindset differently throughout his/her individual consumer journey. Each segment 
has a different relationship with specific touchpoints, including varying engagement levels with each. These connections were discovered through our 
proprietary touchpoint survey, which did not identify the micro-conqueror’s media usage. Rather, it found the role of touchpoints throughout the pizza 
ordering journey. 
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pizza hut joins their journey

A COMPLETE
ECOSYSTEM

inspiring the 
communal moments of 

celebration

Pizza Hut OS creates a 
living interaction with 

the consumer

awareness

perception

action

influencers

tv

digital
radio

social

sales
promotion

search

display

contextual
tools

social

charity

terrestrial radio

out of 
home
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OUR BIG DEBUT: A monumental human acheesement

Our Greatest Acheesement 
Yet Concept: 
An introductory spot will 
detail some features of 
the new app and further 
introduce the idea of 
acheesements.

The launch day for this 
campaign is July 5th. 
Following a major holiday, 
Pizza Hut will provide our 
audience with an easy dinner 
solution through our brand 
new ordering system and 
the Flavor of Now menu. 
On the launch date, a series 
of different tactics will be 
employed to make our debut 
inescapable. Our debut 
will feature specific video 
content on and offline. In 
the online landscape, video 
will be displayed on Youtube 
by targeting searches 
surrounding “acheesements” 
and retargeting consumers 
visiting competitors’ 
websites. Content will also 
be featured on Hulu by using 
:30 video commercial spots 
that are targeted to all three 
of our segments.

Mushroom cloud exploding

VO: “... does an innovation arrive 
that threatens to change the very 
fabric of life itself. So big. So 
fundamental. So delicious…”

Cartoon image of Newton and the 
apple followed by Einstein and the 
equation

VO: “Rarely in the course of 
human history...”

Stadium of cheering people

VO: “… that humanity rejoices as 
one.”

Acheesement badge

VO: “A monumental human 
acheesement.”

iPhone with app open and fireworks 
exploding in the back

VO: “The new Pizza Hut OS. 
With features that astound and 
amaze…”

Dollar bill splitting in two and flying 
away with wings // Internet browser 
filled with FB, Twitter, Instagram, 
etc.

VO: “Bill splitting… flavor 
recommendations… A digital 
playground for connecting and 
coming together. The most social, 
shareable ordering system ever 
conceived.”

App on platform/stage with confetti VO: “The Pizza Hut OS. For 
sharing… for celebrating… and for 
all of life’s acheesements.”
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Growth Hacking: 
Growth hacking is a disruptive 
and cost-efficient marketing 
technique commonly used by 
tech startups to quickly build a 
user base and raise awareness. 
Growth hacking tactics, such as 
incentivized recruiting, will be 
used to rapidly increase Pizza Hut 
OS’ user base. Users will receive 
$5 off their next purchase each 
time they recruit a new friend.

Drone Delivery:
We want to kick off our campaign in a way that will bring 
attention and relevance back to the Pizza Hut brand. As we’ve 
laid out, Pizza Hut is a brand of innovation. Now, it’s time to 
use the hottest technology to deliver Pizza Hut where it has 
never been delivered before. That’s right, we’re using drones to 
deliver pizza to the beach.

On July 5th, Pizza Hut will launch an event in four beaches 
across the United States. Beach-goers in these select areas 
will see signs reading: “Need pizza now? Tweet Pizza Hut your 
location with #needpizzanow.” At a set time, a drone will fly 
over each location, dropping off a box of pizza to unsuspecting 
consumers. At this moment, Pizza Hut would bring in more 
pizza, enabling a host of beach-goers to enjoy pizza together. 
This event needs to be kept to scale and controllable, because 
Pizza Hut will need to seek approval before flying drones in 
public airspace. 

Additional paid search terms will be added solely for this 
event and will include terms for drones in order to serve ads 
to people seeking to engage with content about the event. In 
order to generate buzz for the event, Pizza Hut will put out 
press releases to specific websites such as Buzzfeed, Mashable, 
and Barstool, giving them an opportunity to cover the event 
and generate buzz around it. This buzz will then be heightened 
by Pizza Hut’s owned social media and by using a 3rd party 
service, Outbrain, which will place native advertising about 
the event online. 

Copy on boxes: Pizza Hut on the beach? Now that’s quite an 
acheesement. Check out the convenience of our new online 
ordering system, Pizza Hut OS, at pizzahut.com and in the 
app store.

send in the drones

encouraging action

NEED PIZZA 
NOW?
TWEET 

@PIZZAHUT FOR 
A DELICIOUS

SURPRISE

NEED PIZZA 
NOW?
TWEET 

@PIZZAHUT 
FOR A 

DELICIOUS
SURPRISE
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timing is everything: contextual content

     Kiip:
Kiip is the micro-conqueror’s dream. 
While playing their favorite mobile game, 
checking off their to-do list, or after 
discovering a new song, they are surprised 
with rewards for their acheesements. It 
all happens in the background while the 
consumer is going through the normal 
course of the day. Kiip allows Pizza 
Hut to be there to celebrate with users 
at the moment of acheesement and 
encourage them to take a moment to 
celebrate themselves. 

Copy: There’s no therapy quite like retail therapy. 
Except pizza therapy. Yeah, pizza therapy 
definitely wins. Take 15% off your order now!

Copy: Heading to the movies? Make that dinner 
and a movie with 20% off your next order within 
the next three hours.

Geo-Fencing: 
Geo-fencing 
technology allows 
Pizza Hut to feed 
highly targeted 
messages to 
consumers in 
real time. This 
technology allows 
us to fence areas 
near local Little 
League fields and 
public ball fields 
where Family Fun 
Enforcers and 
Cohesive Crews 
are playing sports 
and creating their 
own acheesements. 
Pizza Hut will 
target these areas 
in the top 
70 DMAs.

digital
Sponsored Content: 
In order to leverage and 
amplify the campaign’s 
earned media, we will 
partner with Outbrain, 
a content discovery 
service. Earned media 
articles written about 
the triumphs of Pizza 
Hut’s launch will appear 
as “promoted articles” 
on key websites like 
ESPN and Buzzfeed.
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Search: 
Search will be utilized to place paid ads to consumers closer 
to the time of order—when they are looking for opinions, 
reviews, or discounts prior to their ordering decision. Using 
Google AdWords, Pizza Hut will purchase keywords related to: 
category competition, pizza-oriented search (i.e. stuffed crust, 
toppings), food activities (quick meals, coupons, delivery), and 
cuisine-oriented searches. Our digital media team will set daily 
maximums to manage and optimize the digital search campaigns. 
An average daily budget of approximately $10,000 per day will 
be allocated and monitored to whichever words and categories 
perform best.

Cuisine-oriented searches will separate Pizza Hut from its 
competitors by showcasing the new Flavor of Now options. Paid 
ads will be sent to consumers searching for cuisine variety. For 
example, if a user searches for Chinese food options, they will 
receive an ad for a Honey Sriracha pizza.

Programmatic: 
Keeping with a digital first strategy, display ads will be placed on websites bought 
programmatically. Pizza Hut will buy based on consumers who visit content related to: “how-to,” 
recipes, competitors, shareable comedy, time of day, binge-watching, posting food pictures on 
Instagram, online food orders, people who check in to restaurants, and sports. 

     Banner Ads:
Copy: For all of life’s acheesements, celebrate with Pizza Hut, the 
Flavor of Now

    Xbox:
Pizza Hut will partner with Xbox to create a Branded Destination Experience (BDE) for users. 
Players will access the BDE straight from Xbox’s home page. Within the channel, a version of 
the Hall of Acheesements will be accessible, allowing players to browse and submit their own 
game-related acheesements. In addition, an interactive  Pizza Preference Game using Kinect 
Technology will let consumers virtually create their own pizza. Whether that be spreading the 
right amount of sauce or adding delicious toppings, it offers an interactive connection with each 
target  segment. Users save their pizza, and it immediately connects to their Pizza Hut OS 
account, allowing consumers to have a one-click ordering option on their mobile devices. 

digital

reaching the searchers, surfers, and gamers
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the most social food ever

social
With its innate shareability and social nature, social media has a dual responsibility to increase awareness and build relationships among all three of Pizza Hut’s segments. 
Channels include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat. Continual social optimization will be done throughout the campaign to ensure that media dollars are going 
to the best-performing platform. 

    Instagram:
Using 
Instagram’s 
new carousel 
ads, we can 
leverage this 
visual platform 
to highlight 
the extensive 
Flavor of Now 
menu and link 
consumers 
directly to 
Pizza Hut 
OS. All posts 
will feature 
#acheesement 
to encourage 
consumers 
to use this 
hashtag 
themselves.

    Snapchat:
Partnering with the “People” Discovery channel, 
Pizza Hut will sponsor one article a week that 
highlights an acheesement-like story. To encourage 
trial, limited edition flavors will be available to 
“People” fans, inspired by the content. 

     Facebook:
Power Editor will be used to target each segment 
through addressable marketing. Call to action posts 
will drive purchase, app downloads, and website traffic. 
The social media manager must stay on top of all new 
comments to answer any questions that may arise with 
this new OS.

Copy: Introducing the best new way to order pizza: 
The Pizza Hut Ordering System. It’s our biggest 
#acheesement yet!

Copy: Every #acheesement deserves a 
Pizza Hut celebration. Tell us about yours!

Copy: 
Pizza Hut’s 
#acheesement 
of the week 
#celebrityselfies

Twitter:
Promoted tweets will capitalize on rewards, coupons, 
and contests that Pizza Hut will sponsor, while Twitter 
App Cards encourage app downloads.
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THE ACHEESEMENT ARCHIVES

As a tactic to further leverage our 
acheesement communications and the 
OS, we will set up a new page on the 
existing Pizza Hut website. The page will 
be home to our Hall of Acheesements, 
where users can upload their own stories 
of their own acheesements. The website 
will also aggregate content pulled from 
social media platforms with the hashtag 
#acheesement. Users can upvote 
submissions they particularly like, and 
the ten submissions with the most 
upvotes will be prominently featured on 
the site. 

The Hall:
Users will be walked through a 360° room where they can 
select a frame to view the acheesement and upvote or 
downvote the user-submitted content. The most upvoted 
submissions will be featured prominently in the Hall.

Within the Hall, acheesements will be separated into 
specific categories to optimize SEO.

Charitable Acheesements:
The climax of the campaign will occur on 
October 16, World Food Day. In keeping 
with Pizza Hut’s tradition of donating to 
this cause, we will inspire participation 
by encouraging micro-conquerors to 
upload their acheesements to the Hall 
of Acheesements website. For every 
submission uploaded within the 30 
days prior to October 16, Pizza Hut will 
donate $1 to the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (up 
to $500,000). As further incentive to 
upload, the top three submissions with the 
most votes will win the opportunity to have 
their acheesements produced as real 
TV commercials. 

interactive
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TALES OF ACHEESEMENT

    Cohesive Crews: 
The Couch
A group of friends 
embark on a mission 
all too familiar and 
commonplace: 
furnishing their 
apartment on a 
budget. Huffing, 
puffing, and 
struggling all the 
way, the friends 
unite to conquer 
stairs, door frames, 
and frustration: 
an acheesement 
truly worthy of 
celebration.

Boys struggling with couch up flight of 
stairs.

Boy: “Okay… almost finished…”

Boy in foreground swings and misses, with 
mother in background. Night turning to day.

Mother: “One more?”

Bat making contact with ball.

Mother: “You did it!”

Close-up of PHOS

VO: “Enter Pizza Hut’s new Ordering 
System. With rewards, games, and more 
flavor combinations than you’ll know what 
to do with. For sharing. For celebrating…”

Ball in foreground mere feet from the boy VO: “… and for all of life’s acheesement. 
No matter the size.”

Close-up of PHOS

VO: “… with bill splitting, order 
recommendations, and bold flavors. For 
sharing. For celebrating…”

Boys collapsed against couch

Boy: “… we need to celebrate”
VO: “That’s where Pizza Hut OS has got 
you covered…”

Wide shot of apartment with nothing but 
the couch

VO: “… and for all life’s acheesements. 
Even the small ones.

    Family Fun 
Enforcers: The Hit
In a backyard 
somewhere, mother 
and son struggle 
tirelessly through the 
day. Their goal? That 
elusive, exhilarating, 
first baseball hit. 
And their reward? 
A pizza worthy of 
their momentous 
acheesement.

video
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TASTE WANDERER

adventurous content 
& celebrity gossip

family-centric content

comedy & sports

COHESIVE CREW

FAMILY FUN ENFORCER

TV: We are placing 40% of our budget in TV in order to drive awareness and maintain reach of the launch message. 
We will focus specifically on TV moments that tend to be experienced in shared viewing environments. Specifically, 
for Cohesive Crews, that means sporting events and comedy, while for Taste Wanderers it means celebrity gossip 
and adventurous content. For Family Fun Enforcers, that means family-friendly programming and reality shows like 
American Idol, The Voice and Dancing with the Stars.

Online Video: Online video is hyper-targeted, allowing Pizza Hut to reach all three segments in an environment that is 
conducive to micro-conquering. “How-to” videos provide a great opportunity to reach people carrying out a mini-win. 
Likewise, people looking up recipes, comedic content, or sports videos will also be programmatically targeted to inspire 
action. Ads will also be served to those ordering and searching for food online. Platforms include Youtube pre-roll ads 
and Hulu direct response video commercials, giving consumers the ability to order Pizza Hut during the commercial 
without leaving their screen. 

Programmatic Video: In order to further optimize paid media spend, Pizza Hut will partner with Tubular, a 3rd party 
programmatic video service. Using Tubular’s proprietary methods, our video placements will reach each segment on 
Youtube channels and videos that appeal to and are being watched by our consumers. 

Social TV: For all of our micro-conquerors, 
we will seek out programming that drives 
social conversations—those programs 
that have the loudest conversations 
happening on social media like Scandal, 
The Walking Dead, The Emmy’s or specific 
sports games. The Pizza Hut social media 
team will construct posts under Pizza 
Hut’s owned social media assets and call 
out acheesements that happen during 
programming in real-time. This will 
inspire the targets to share and celebrate 
acheesements of their own favorite 
characters as well as allow Pizza Hut to 
continue to position our messaging in 
social contexts. 

where the tales are told

    Twitter:
Copy: Congrats @celtics for winning the tip 
off! Now that’s what we call an #acheesement
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listen up

Taste Wanderer’s Radio Concept:
Script: You just found an amazing new song. What do 
you do about it? You share it with your friends. And 
they share it with their friends. And everyone is sharing 
this cool new jam because you made it happen. You 
know what else people like to share? Pizza. So here’s to 
you, you music pioneer. You song explorer. You melody 
conquistador. Whatever you want to call yourself. Pizza 
Hut salutes you and your acheesement. What better 
way to celebrate than with a bold new pizza from our 
Flavor of Now menu? Click the banner to explore the 
Pizza Hut OS now. 

Terrestrial Radio:
Radio is a crucial touchpoint for our Family 
Fun Enforcer. Being the family chauffeur 
is an escape as well as a shared time when 
the kids are in the car. In terms of a parent’s 
pizza journey, it is often the moment of 
horrific realization that they haven’t figured 
out a dinner plan yet. We will remind them 
that there is no need to panic, Pizza Hut 
will please them and their kids—as soon 
as they pull over, of course. We will use 
evening drive and weekend time periods 
to maximize our ability to connect at this 
critical touchpoint.

Spots will highlight work-related 
acheesements such as making it through the 
board meeting without falling asleep. 

RADIO

Digital Radio:
Both Cohesive Crews and Taste Wanderers prefer to listen to music through streaming platforms like 
Pandora and Spotify. ComScore analysis reveals that these two platforms have the highest monthly 
audience and directly appeal to these consumers. Digital radio will be utilized to increase awareness and 
communicate with both segments. Our focus will be to create branded playlists and stations that can be 
shared and consumed by our audiences. 

On Spotify, five Pizza Hut Flavor of Now flavors will pop up in a streamer’s window, encouraging them 
to select a pizza flavor that corresponds to a Pizza Hut-created playlist. After streamers selects their 
desired flavor, Pizza Hut can send them a push notification encouraging them to purchase the pizza they 
selected earlier. Additionally, Pizza Hut will reward streamers with an hour of commercial-free music on 
Spotify after watching a :30 commercial. 
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TAKING IT TO THE STREETS

out of home

    Bus Shelters:
Waiting for a bus is almost as excruciating as waiting for a pizza. We connected these two idle time periods by creating an interactive bus shelter. This digital screen will 
mimic the games found on Pizza Hut OS and provide an entertaining experience while the consumer waits. The games will be synced with the bus schedule, and the game 
will end when the bus is about to arrive. The screen will then switch to a static screen advertising Pizza Hut OS. The new Clear Channel Connect mobile platform will 
allow consumers to download the Pizza Hut OS through NFC technology. 

OOH will include transit, ambient, and billboard placements that intersect 
consumers in public spaces in order to change the consumer’s perception 
of Pizza Hut. Billboards are targeted to commuting Family Fun Enforcers, 
reminding them of their approaching meal times and the need to feed the 
family. Ambient and transit ads are targeted to Cohesive Crews and Taste 
Wanderers because they are more interactive. 

     Billboards:
Typical pizza commercials always show melted, stretchy cheese connecting the slice to 
the rest of the pizza. We decided to take this idea a little further and create an outdoor 
installment with three separate billboards connected by what appears to be strings of 
delicious cheese. The billboard installation will highlight different features of Pizza Hut OS.

Copy: Touch To Play Copy: Sharing just got easier. Introducing bill splitting with Pizza Hut OS. 
Now that’s an acheesement.
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where, when, and how much?

video
historical spending

2015 Budget Recommendation

2015 Delivery levels

$20,000,000

$7,250,000

$4,560,000

$1,000,000

$1,266,000

$1,000,000

$5,000,000

$500,000
$100,000

$60,000,000

$1,800,000

$6,000,000

$800,000

$3,000,000

$283,000

$1,416,000

$5,000,000

$275,000

$250,000

$500,000

$59,400,000

mobile

launch promotion

charity

social

social

music streaming

search

search

programmatic display

national television

streaming video

youtube

sponsored content

sponsored content

sponsored content

radio

out of home

xbox

out of home

out of home

sales promotion

kiip

geo-fencing

online

total working budget

total budget

non-working budget

july august september october november december

social media management
app/web production costs

$658,943,500

$236,862,000

$120 million

50%

$60 million

$60 million

$120 million

80/4

75/3.5

2013 Full Year Category 
Spend

2013 Full Year Pizza Hut 
Spend 

Average back-end spending of 
Pizza Hut according to Kantar 
analysis

Flavor of Now estimate based 
on Kantar data and Rentrak 
Ad Occurrence spend data

Spend on our launch of 
redesigned Pizza Hut OS

Maintain historical spend of 
other brand

Maintain YOY spending levels

Weekly Reach/Frequency 
goals achieved in the first 2 
months of launch

Weekly Reach/Frequency 
goals achieved in remaining 
months. Heavy-ups are 
scheduled during key pizza 
ordering holidays (Halloween, 
the day before Thanksgiving, 
and New Year’s Eve)
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success metrics

os Feature Recall*

Through online and in-store surveys, we will 
ensure that potential customers are able 
to recall Flavor Recommendations, Social 
Ordering and Games from Pizza Hut OS. 
Our preliminary concept test saw a 30.8% 
increase in recall for these three features.

Through online copy 
testing and in-store 
surveys, we will 
determine how potential 
customers view the new 
Pizza Hut OS ordering 
experience. Our 
preliminary concept test 
saw an 10% increase in 
the likeability of Pizza 
Hut OS.

Through online 
copy testing and 
in-store surveys, we 
will determine how 
potential customers 
view the new Pizza 
Hut OS ordering 
experience. Our 
preliminary concept 
test saw an 10% 
increase in the 
likeability of Pizza 
Hut OS.

OS LIKEABILITY* ONLINE purchasing intent* new online accounts

Through web analytics, we will track the 
number of new online accounts created 
through Pizza Hut OS.

customization time monthly engaged users average order value advertising roi

Through web analytics, we will measure the 
time engaged with pizza creation engine per 
customer.

Through web analytics, we will determine the 
number of monthly engaged users with Pizza 
Hut OS.

Through web analytics, we will measure the 
increase in online monetary order amount.

Through web analytics & finances, we will 
evaluate return on investment in advertising 
dollars spent.

We’ve created a balanced scorecard of hard and soft measures.

The metrics dashboard provides a comprehensive snapshot of the status of the campaign. Our measurements will be compiled through online surveys and web analytics 
from Pizza Hut OS. These metrics are designed to communicate the return on investment for Pizza Hut. We did this by compiling eight metrics that align with the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau’s engagement continuum of cognitive, emotional and physical behavior measurements. These comprehensive interlocking metric 
categories provide a multi-layered view of the campaign’s status. We have also concept tested our television spots via an online survey. Our results showed a 10% 
increase in likeability of Pizza Hut OS, an 8.6% increase in online purchasing intent, and 30.8% boost in recall of Pizza Hut OS features.

*The statistics in these charts positively and accurately reflect our findings from online concept tests which surveyed 100+ respondents.
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